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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The precondition to the success of any project, as well as other collaborative endeavours is a share
transformative purpose. Without doubt, the primary reason for teachers and administrators to adopt
technology is to increase student efficiency and productivity. BEACONING response to this need is to
foster learning curiosity and ultimately encourage learners (“feel the need”) to acquire knowledge and
skills through the nurturing of intrinsic motivation as would be demanded in the gaming episodes, the
same way it so happens in real-life. Teachers may initiate discussions in the classroom or in the lab
about challenges in the game and move thereon to subject matter. This method should invoke a “need
to learn” in the students and gather their attention on the topic. Connecting students’ everyday lives
with classroom lessons and providing useful data for assessment are also important drivers of digital
platform adoption.
With this purpose, BEACONING project identified a short list of outcomes as exploitable that can
penetrate the game-based learning market. The market is growing and the main drivers are
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

STEM-based serious games for developing critical skills
Short-form integration of games in class activities
Standardized assessment for evidence-based education
Location-based pervasive learning
Adaptive learning, not to what a student already has, but to what the student needs to have

Modern educational games are more engaging and align with a variety of learning standards, often
presenting students with practical situations that also require them to employ "soft skills" like critical
thinking, teamwork or empathy. The second part of the report examines these products as well past and
present projects that are funded in similar action lines of EC programs, in order to relate to BEACONING
and chart a competitive landscape.
Large-scale piloting of the BEACONING ecosystem and components are imminent, so reflections from
these market conditions and competitors are made expensively, especially drawing attention to the
possible differentiators, such as high quality gaming and learning designs, so that physical and digital
spaces can be blended affectively for both learning and fun to happen.

BEACONING
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 ROLE OF THIS DELIVERABLE IN THE PROJECT
The 7th work package of the project aims at founding an ecosystem for sustainable adoption project
results in real contexts and in the broadest possible community. This community would naturally be a
subset of the global game-based education community, yet with large-scale pilots it is expected to expand
into mainstream education, reaching national level adoption in partner countries. The technology watch
is essential to remain relevant to the global trends in game-based education, stay within, so that the
impact is optimised. In particular, new business models need to be studied, since educational
technologies are hard to sell. General public expects the educational assets be provided by the
governments, but governments are not only ponderous in such purchases, but also conservative about
the pedagogies used in formal education. Technology watch activity will help BEACONING to formulate
strong value propositions, to side with de facto learning environments, and to seek sustainable models.

1.2 APPROACH
The adopted approach in this updated verison of the Tech Watch report is to focus on the market and
the competitive landscape in close relation to the lately identified BEACONING exploitables.
The report consist of two sections. The first one covers the market properties and updates on the
findings of the previous report. The quantitative information about the game-based education market
and predictions are gleaned from three different market reports from global market analysis firms
namely: Ambient Insight, Technavio and Wiseguys. These reports are referenced where appropriate.
The second part is exclusively devoted to the competitive landscape, both in terms of past and present
projects and also available products. BEACONING exploitables that will be released in 2018 are the main
concerns of this WP7 deliverable. WP7 is about Exploitaton, Standards and Sustainability. As
provisioned by the project scope a large scale pilot of these exploitables is imminent and the aim of the
report is to inform the exploitables and pilot design, with regards to the market situation.

1.3 STRUCTURE OF THIS DOCUMENT
The document consists of three main sections. The in-depth market analysis of the education gaming in
EU and globally is presented, with growth in market valuations, trends and drivers, promininet gaming
experts and large companies entering the market, and fading inhibitors and barriers as a positive sign.
In the second part of the report, past and current H2020 projects that can interact with BEACONING are
identified. Not only the target outcomes of these projects, but also available products and open source
projects in the market are discussed, in relation to identified BEACONING exploitables
As with the previous version of the report, at the end of each section, there is a reflection exercise to
derive lessons and portable ideas for the BEACONING project.

BEACONING
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2 UPDATE ON MARKET ANALYSIS
The first version of this report differentiated “learning as a game” with respect to “game-based learning.”
Serious games or educational games serve as tools for active learning in or out of the classroom and help
students develop a “first person” relationship with the subject area. This is game-based learning and it is
on the rise for K-12 lessons, not only for topics of maths, science or social studies, but also helping students
build social-emotional skills or improving experiences for those in special education programs. On the
other hand, teachers and instructional designers are getting better at introducing “learning as a game” in
their classes, present stimulating and adaptive challenges, give more control to their students and extend
the learning experience outside the classroom.
As a result “short form game-based learning” with serious games or “pervasive learning” with locationbased mobile games were trends of 2017, and examples will be provided in this section. Following this
trend, game-based learning is on the investment agenda of large digital technology companies and
publishers such as Amazon, who acquired GameSparks, Yahoo, who acquired location-based mobile
gaming company Loki Studios and Hachette, who acquired leading brain-trainer games company
Brainbow. With such momentum, organizational resistance to gaming in schools and in training
institutions is fading, which points to an acceleration of growth in this market.

2.1 GROWTH IN NUMBERS
USA based global market research company Metaari (former Ambient Insight) releases a “Global Gamebased Learning Market” report every year during the annual Serious Play Conference since 2011. This
report includes revenues and growth rates of the market in seven regions in the world, including Europe,
and a 5 year forecast. The firm follows learning technology markets in 122 countries and has been proven
quite accurate with its forecasts so far.
According to the 2017 report, worldwide revenues for Game-based Learning products reached $3.2 billion
in 2017, up from $2.6 billion in 2016. On the other hand, the expected global five-year compound annual
growth rate (CAGR) for the next 5 years is revised to be 20.2%, from last year’s expectation of 22.4%. This
means revenues is predicted to be $8.1 billion by 2022. The revision is due to now negative-to-flat growth
rate of -2.7% in 2017 in China: “In the 2017 market, China was the largest buyer of serious games having
overtaken the US in 2014, but market conditions have changed (dramatically) for the worse in that country
due to newly imposed restrictive regulations on game development. 1” Also notable is that in other market
research report from Technavio and Wiseguys, the global k-12 game-based learning market is forecast to
grow at a CAGR of 27.55% during the period 2017-2021, while the corporate market to grow at 12%.

1

Metaari (2017). Global Game-based Learning Market. Partially retrieved from:
https://seriousplayconf.com/downloads/2017-2022-global-game-based-learning-market/
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Table 1. Game-based Learning Product revenues (source: Ambient Insight and Metaari)
Year

Global Revenues in EUR Millions

East+West European Revenues in EUR Millions

2012

1,458

104

2013

1,638

122

2014

1,921

150

2015

2,143

159

2,508

183

(forecasted figure in 2012 was 2,102)

(forecasted figure in 2012 was 143)

3,200

199

(forecasted figure in 2013 was 2,3092)

(forecasted figure in 2013 was 142)

8,100 (forecast)

285

2016

2017
2022

In terms of investment (venture capital) in game-based learning companies, the total during the first half
of 2016 was double the amount in 2015, at $322.6 million. While the whole year of 2016 closed the VC
deals at a record high $797.3 Million invested in 121 companies, the first half of 2017 had a slow start at
$228.9 Million, invested in 38 companies. However, there was an increase in mergers&acquisitions, which
signals that the market is maturing and consolidations have started.
The growth rates for game-based learning products in North America, Western Europe, Asia, and the
Middle East are 13.7%, 30.4%, 20.9%, and 34.5%, respectively in 2016. Although North America growth
rate increased at 15.3%, Western Europe has dropped to 26.6% and Middle East dropped to 29.3%
compared to last year.

2

Ambient Insight (2013). Global Game-based Learning Market. Partially retrieved from:
https://www.slideshare.net/BrendanAlexander/ambient-insight-serious-play2013-gamebased-learning-market
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Figure 1. European market (West+East) growing rate surpassing that of Asia and USA since 2015
(source: Ambient Insight, Wiseguys and Technavio3)

Western European companies, especially Nordic countries continue increase their market share, with
Kahoot! (from Norway) joining Toca Boca (from Sweden) and DragonBox (also from Norway) in being
some of the best-selling, most-downloaded educational games in the world4. For 2017, the market
research report from Technavio points out US companies GlassLab, Microsoft, Osmo and UK company
Playgen as the profit making key vendors of the K12 market, followed by other prominent vendors such
as US companies Banzai Labs, BrainQuake, Filament Games, iCivics, Schell Games and European
companies Gameloft, Infinite Dreams.
Game-based Learning still has a small share of the games market at large. For instance in Sweden serous
games has only 4% share5 while in Finland it is 8%. Considering the Nordic game developer cluster is
advanced with respect to EU average these percentages reveal that there is still a large potential for
developing games for educational purposes.
In the first version of this report, we identified that the recent surge in the market growth is neither due
to gamification or the abundance of games. It is because of a new trend in education that favours
experiential learning, positions students as “first person learners” and implement a curriculum that is
based on competencies rather than delivering knowledge. That is why, during the 2017-2022 forecast
3

Technavio (2017). Global Education Gamification Market 2017-2021.
http://www.egdf.eu/nordic-countries-nordic-game-education-index/
5
Swedish Game Developer Index. Retrieved at:
http://www.swedishgamesindustry.com/media/154926/gamedeveloperindex_2016.pdf
4
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period, the market reports identify STEM-based serious games as the driver for secondary and tertiary
education segment, globally. The highest revenue generating products are still early childhood learning
games, brain trainers, and language learning games. Yet, STEM-based serious games for the later grade
levels and assessment games for the corporate segment are catching fast. In the next section, these trends
and drivers will be covered in more detailed.

2.2 TRENDS and DRIVERS
In this section five trends and drivers that are shaping the global game-based learning market will be
discussed:
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

STEM-based serious games for developing critical skills
Short-form integration of games in class activities
Standardized assessment for evidence-based education
Location-based pervasive learning
Adaptive learning, not to what a student already has, but to what the student needs to have

STEM SKILLS TRAINING
The Worldwide Web and Internet technologies enables access to knowledge of concepts and procedures
for everyone, everywhere. Consider the software robots Aristo from Allen Institute for Artificial
Intelligence6 and Todai presented by Noriko Arai7 at 2017 TED Conference. These robots achieved better
than 80% of students who entered the same standardized summative tests for university entrance or
matriculation.
In her TED Talk, Noriko Arai said "So we have to think about a new type of education, one in which kids
are taught not just to deposit facts, but also to analyze and think critically about them. How we humans
will coexist with AI is something we have to think about carefully, based on solid evidence. At the same
time, we have to think in a hurry because time is running out."
However sobering these developments are educational systems across the world are notoriously resistant
to change. On the other hand, demands of parents, human resource departments in industry and students
themselves combine to force educational institutions to integrate training for these skills. Within STEM
clubs, term projects or extended study hours, activities that improve STEM skills are in almost every
schools agenda. By the same account, activities with serious games can improve general skills such as
visual attention, spatial intelligence and processing multiple streams of information simultaneously. There
is empirical evidence that these skills predict higher achievement in STEM domains8. Collectively referred
to as “Fluid intelligence", the ability to reason and to solve new problems independently of previously
acquired knowledge is critical for a wide variety of cognitive tasks9 and brain trainer games as well as
6

http://allenai.org/aristo/
https://www.ted.com/talks/noriko_arai_can_a_robot_pass_a_university_entrance_exam
8
Makin, S. (2016). “Brain training: Memory games.” Nature. March 3. Vol 531.
9
Jaeggi, S. M. (2008). “Improving fluid intelligence with training on working memory,” Proc. Natl Acad. Sci. USA
105, 6829–6833.
7
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games with puzzles or mini-games improve fluid intelligence10. This motivates vendors to develop games
such as Waker, Shortfall, and Foldit (a puzzles-game for crowdsourcing the discovery of new insights for
protein folding). Reach for the Sun is a game created by Filament Games, which is designed to help
students understand basic processes in plant biology.
Since STEM skills training is usually covered in extra-curricular activities, game-based learning products
have an opportunity to be used in schools. Products that encourage students to play and experiment in
STEM subjects help students to overcome the fear of failure, boosting their confidence. This in turn, boosts
the interest of students in complex subjects and increases their learning span. Game-based learning has
started to benefit both teachers and students in K-12 schools.
SHORT FORM INTEGRATION OF GAMES
Many teachers are turning to serious games as a means for classroom engagement to teach the
students to solve complex problems, tackle real-world problems and improve their fluid intelligence. A
recent study from Vanderbilt University, titled "Substantial Integration of Typical Educational Games
into Extended Curricula," details benefits of “short form game-based learning” on engagement, critical
thinking and assessing performance11. Short form game-based learning is to include a short period of
gaming within the class hour. The study from Vanderbilt University produced deep, wide-ranging, and
statically signiﬁcant data across a large variety of game types, covering 55 games that ran from 5 to 25
minutes, providing teachers,
i) A dashboard to track student progress,
ii) Know whether they needed to re-teach a standard,
iii) Comparative reports.
A summary of important results from this study are
1. Improved Test Scores: Students playing the games increased their test scores by the equivalent
of half a letter grade in three weeks.
2. Heightened Engagement: Student engagement increased dramatically.
3. Improved Attention Spans: Teachers using the games saw, normally off-task students become
more focused.
4. Proven Efficacy: 92% of teachers who used the educational games said they would like to use
similar games again because of the impact on student performance and engagement. Teachers
also said they would like to use the games for more than 30% of classroom time. Two-thirds of
the teachers also reported that the educational games made traditional instruction more
effective.

10

Kokkinakis, A.V. et al, (2017), “Exploring the relationship between video game expertise and fluid intelligence,”
PloS one, published November 15, 2017. Retrieved from
http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0186621
11
Clark, Douglas B., et al. "Substantial Integration of Typical Educational Games Into Extended
Curricula." Journal of the Learning Sciences (2017). Available at http://ilab.cs.rutgers.edu/~biglars/SITEGInto-EC.pdf
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During 2017, quite many such low-cost games and/or mini-game repositories have established
integration with mainstream class management platforms from Google and Microsoft or typical LMS
software. This enables the teachers to have the game easily launched at connected student devices.

Figure 2. The barker at Class Craft game landing page on the Web
Similarly popular games such as Minecraft, Kahoot! and Smart Lab12, as well as games in aggregation
sites such as Legends of Learning, increased their penetration in schools. Smart Lab is an authoring tool
for creating short form games for Smart interactive white boards. Kahoot! is a free tool to administer
quizzes, discussions or surveys in a game format that is played by the whole class in real time. Multiplechoice questions are projected on the screen in a quiz-show fashion and students answer the questions
with their smartphone, tablet or computer. There are countless ways a teacher can administer a quiz
using educational software. However Kahoot! turns this simple activity into a game, focuses on the
experience and it attracted 50 million active users from 150 countries since it was launched in August
2013. Recently, Kahoot! closed a $20 million funding round, with Microsoft Ventures participating, and
soon after, in October 2017, released a corporate version at an introductory price of $10 per user per
month.
Short form integration of games is an emerging new style of teaching. Similar to other active learning
techniques (such as working with case studies, think-pair-share activities, writing assignments like oneminute paper,) short form games grants autonomy to students for a while, so that they are more likely
to stick with the topic for the later part of the class. However such activities are not easy to assess and
although they present a good context for feedback, they can hardly be used for fair, standardized
grading, therefore not likely to be adopted in formal, curricular education entirely.

STANDARDIZED ASSESSMENT
A properly designed game-based learning activity in the class is a scaffolded learning experience of
progressive difficulty with feedback offered after each attempt. A typical design methodology is called
backwards design, where a set of target levels for competency outcomes is the starting point and the
12

https://education.smarttech.com/products/smart-learning-suite/smart-lab
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instructional designer works backwards for an ordered set of activities and resulting evidences on the
way to those targets. Such lesson plans increase the feeling of competence that students would have13.
When the game-based lesson plans are designed to the progress through the game, defining the journey
from lower to higher-level learning objectives, students complete a task and move to the next level, they
get a sense of their own development as learners. On the other hand, assessment, especially
standardized (summative) assessment for comparison of competencies gained through such activities is
lacking.
Open Badges and nanocredits are similar technologies that aim at setting at least a de facto standard for
such assessment. The idea is to introduce a third person (open badge issuer or nanocredit sponsor) as
the authority to certify the records of achievement14.
As examples, Siemens UK has introduced their own unique K12 STEM skills programme with digital
badges15, and CS-STEM Network which uses a badge-based system to define educational pathways that
lead to certifications that can be cited. Siemens badges are intended to recognise and reward young
people for developing STEM skills required for industry and they range in difficulty as:
 Level 1 - Explorer badges (7-11yrs)
 Level 2 - Challenger badges (12-16yrs)
 Level 3 - Careers badges (16+yrs)
They involve gamified digital activities such as Self-Driving Challenge or Formula for Thrills to obtain a
Technology Explorer digital badge.

13

Geelan, B. et al. (2015). “Improving Learning Experience Through Gamification: A case study”. Australian
Educational Computing, 30(1). Retrieved from http://journal.acce.edu.au/index.php/AEC/article/view/57/pdf
14
https://afs.org/2017/06/28/how-do-you-recognize-learning-in-the-digital-age/
15
http://www.siemens.co.uk/education/en/digitalbadges.htm
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Figure 3. A game by Siemens to design rollercoaster tracks with increasing difficulty that leads to a
Technology Explorer digital badge

LOCATION-BASED LEARNING
Metaari market research reports that the growth rate for “Location-based Learning games is very high at
30.5% and revenues will more than triple by 2022.” There are two drivers for this trend:
1. Popularity of geotagged AR games such as Ingress, Geocaching and Pokemon Go
2. Demand from venues such as museums, parks, tour guides and exhibitions
These drivers lead to an abundance of proximity triggering technologies such as beacons, authoring
software and game products. Location-based Learning (LBL) is a type of mobile learning and it evolved
from user triggered activities to proximity triggered activities, and finally context sensitive game-based
activities. Early examples of LBL required the users to select in a mobile application the content they
want to view about objects or places in their proximity. As GPS technology advanced to locate the user
with higher accuracy (within a range of meters) and proximity triggers such as beacons or GSM
femtocells. The applications came alive by these triggers when the user was close enough to a marked
spot and specific content was presented. In its present state, as the proximity triggers got connected to
a back-end service provider which can as well track subscribed users navigation, it became possible to
present a game scenario or narrative, such as treasure hunt or role-playing such as police detective
work, special agents missions.
With such technology enablers, location-based games for educational purposes became available. Early
examples naturally highlighted the city that the game took place, such as REXplorer in Regensburg,
Germany and Frequency 1550 in Amsterdam, Holland16. These pervasive games had the power to
transform specific environments into thematic learning experiences. However, their learning content is
often managed only by developers and users cannot create their own content, or customize existing
ones. This issue affects specific related actors, like teachers, who cannot make use of these technologies
to create gaming scenarios for their own purposes. Recently, game editors and platforms for any user to
build their own location-based game has been introduced both at open source space (e.g. Aris) and
commercial space (e.g. Trajectory)17.
This market is advancing to a stage of forming an ecosystem. From observatories such as “Encyclopedia
of Location-based Games18 to Austria-based company, Wikitude which turned to crowdsourcing for the
determination of “points of interest.” Content in the Wikitude World Browser is mostly user generated,

16

Ardito, C. et al (2010). “Design Guidelines for Location-based Mobile Games for Learning,” Intl. Conf. on Social
Applications for Lifelong Learning, Patra, Greece. Retrieved from
https://www.academia.edu/2815350/Design_Guidelines_for_Location-based_Mobile_Games_for_Learning
17
https://www.trajectoryiq.com/
18
https://dasbox.be/encyclopedia-of-location-based-games/#
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and the company seeks revenue by licensing a cloud-based augmented reality authoring tool called
Wikitude Studio and claim that no programming skills are needed.

Figure 4. ARIS open-source, location-based games editor

ADAPTIVE LEARNING
The basic premise of game-based learning is engagement, which is a construct with emotional attributes
and hence, varies significantly from person to person. The Vanderbilt University study mentioned earlier
reveals that, “lower-performing students typically ranked simpler games, such as those employing
runner, memory, or quizzes higher, while higher-performing students rated immersive games higher.”
The differences in such preferences requires teachers who employ game-based learning to offer several,
relevant games or game-based challenges per learning module. The study suggests that “Doing so would
allow students to learn at their own pace and learning level. Higher-performing students would work on
their investigative skills or pursue deeper understanding. Lower-performing students would see a
different advantage: securing basic, foundational knowledge necessary to in-depth learning and
application.”
Today the abundance of e-learning and m-learning options available, educators are increasingly realizing
that one-size-fits-all concept does not work in the modern education system where students have
different learning needs and aspirations. Compared to a lecture module or an educational video, a game
offers many degrees of freedom to adapt the challenges and levels of difficulty. Hence, the growing
BEACONING
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adoption of personalized and adaptive learning due to wide acceptance of m-learning and e-learning is
anticipated to augment the growth of the game-based learning market, especially in K-12 grades.

2.3 THE BIG NAMES
Jason Butler is a prominent game developer, who joined Sponge UK in 2014, claiming that he “could see
the impact that games and gamification could have in the field of digital workplace learning”. Similarly exRovio founders left to company to create serious game startups. Lightneer launched in November 2015,
and Fun Academy launched in January 2016. Lightneer is co-founded and staffed by Rovio alums, and it’s
being backed by “Mighty Eagle” Peter Vesterbacka and Niklas Hed, Rovio’s co-founder.

Figure 5. The first learning-game by Lightneer is Big Bang, which is about particle physics.

Aside from prominent people from the industry, prominent institutions and corporations are increasingly
entering the game-based learning market. For example, NASA built a virtual International Space Station
using the Unreal Game Engine in order to train astronauts using gamified VR environment. Mathew Noyes,
a NASA Software Engineer explains; “At a fundamental level, training our astronauts to explore space is a
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lot like a game.” Similarly IBM is developing, Multiplayer Real Time Strategy and Role playing games that
utilize Watson AI technology for military training19.
IBM Watson Educational Unit is active since 2015 with the aim of introducing cognitive computing and
artificial intelligence capabilities of IBM Watson to various game-based learning products. Soon after, they
started a partnership with Sesame Street and the first Watson game is launched in June 2017, in a pilot
phase across PreK-12 schools in the US. It is a vocabulary game for young children. In June 2016, IBM
launched a Minecraft build called Medical Minecraft, which uses the Watson platform to teach children
about infectious diseases. In March 2017, PrepBiz, a developer of game-based disaster preparedness apps
for children, announced their Watson-enabled product.
Microsoft who instantly became the market leader when they acquired and positioned Minecraft game
for education, released Code Builder for Minecraft Education Edition in May 2017, and joined many other
game-based or toy-based learning companies that aim at teaching programming and computational
thinking skills. Fisher-Price (Code-a-Pillar) and WowWee (Coji) are among many other “big names” in this
segment where tutoring robotic toys is exploited as a means to teach kids programming and related skills.
Some large “big name” companies prefer investing in game-based learning, rather than directly
developing products for the market. Some recent examples could be Disney investing in Kahoot! by taking
Kahoot! in its accelerator program and acquisitions such as GameSparks by Amazon and Fuhu by Mattel.

2.4 FADING INHIBITORS and BARRIERS
Large scale adoption of game-based learning is still not in the horizon, and certainly it cannot be the main
educational approach, especially in formal education, perhaps with the exception of PreK programs.
However, as clear and convincing evidences that demonstrate added value flow in, the major inhibitors
such as scepticism of pedagogical benefits and fear from students developing an addiction or extreme
indulgence are fading (see the SWOT analysis at Section 3.4 in D7.1 BEACONING Tech Watch Report,
delivered at Month 12 – Dec 2016). It is particularly encouraging that these developments are in the
corporate segment, which now has the highest growth rate for serious games at 35.7% (referring to the
Metaari Report).
Constructs for balancing gaming and learning, as well as mechanisms for adaptability are still areas of
development in research. Gaming habits, play literacies are not fully acquired by teachers yet and may
depend on the culture and trust environment in individual countries or districts. However, as the
authoring tools that are becoming more abundant and accessible, teachers who already practice creating
their own content are empowered to experiment themselves. Although this trend help dropping some of
the barriers for adoption, securing digital assets rights (copyright, IPR) will emerge as a concern. As it
happened with other markets that rely on rich content, it can be expected that aggregators will emerge,
which will act as a trusted third-party or broker for safeguarding and exploiting intellectual properties.
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Digital productivity platforms for school that are spreading fast, such as Microsoft Classroom or Google
Classroom are likely candidates for those roles.

2.5 BEACONING REFLECTION
European Commission, Directorate General for Education and Culture (DG EAC) which also supervises the
H2020 work programme items that BEACONING is funded in, collaborated with Joint Research Centre Institute for Prospective Technological Studies (JRC-IPTS) and UNESCO’s Institute for Information
Technologies in Education, to research and design a reliable and validated self-assessment tool to “help
schools' progress towards digital age learning.” The tool is called SELFIE and it is based on 74 descriptors
of digitally competent educational organisations, validated by experts, stakeholders and policy makers20.
SELFIE is piloted in autumn 2017 in 14 counties with thousands of participants and the consolidated SELFIE
tool for schools is expected to be ready in early 2018.
A second example can be the Game Scope tool, developed by another EC funded project: JamToday, to
allow the structured validation / evaluation of the potential of game prototypes. Game Scope, is
essentially a polling app that comprises a set of 20 questions to be considered by a review team of up to
8 members. Evaluation team members take it in turn to read the question aloud to the other members of
the group. The team then discuss the question and determine whether it is best answered as “Yes”, “No”,
“Doubt” or “Not Relevant”. The result informs both parties that are commissioning the development and
the developers themselves.
Already a number of H2020 projects aim at using SELFIE or Game Scope as a part of their evaluation
frameworks21. Demonstrating the added value of game-based learning and how it may be a part of
schools’ digital age learning action plans with reliable tools such as SELFIE can be very critical as the market
is predicted to grow fast, approaching or already arrived at an inflection point.
Dissemination is on the agenda of every H2020 project, but influencing decision makers and policies in
most countries is harder than influencing academia and researchers. For one thing, the exact person who
makes the decision for procurement is never obvious (especially in the public education segment) and for
the second, everybody claims to influence such decisions in one way or another. Therefore, dissemination
for purposes of penetration should convey a brief message but to a wide audience. Conclusive tools such
as SELFIE can be a great instrument to craft such messages.
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3 TECHNOLOGY WATCH FOR BEACONING EXPLOITABLES
The first version of this deliverable D7.1, which was released in December 2016 included many examples
of serious games, which define or drive market segments such as epic games, STEM games, puzzles for
fluid intelligence or games produced by global non-profit organisations.
During 2017, potential product for exploitation out of BEACONING project is drafted and it became
possible to study the market and competition directly in terms of these products. In this section, there
will be a concise review of similar H2020 project followed by potential rivals in the market for BEACONING
exploitables.

3.1 GAMES IN H2020
Game-based learning product development requires upfront investment, before a product. Similar to the
BEACONING case, where funding support was provided from the H2020 R&D Programme of EC, other
projects were funded from the previous programme (FP7) and related programmes such as
Competitiveness and Innovation Framework Programme (CIP) of the EC22.
Earlier projects that form a baseline for BEACONING include:











JAMTODAY: A network of game developers and sponsors for sharing game jam tools, selfassessment modules, expert advice and the exchange of best practice (2014-2017)
MAGELLAN: a Multimodal Authoring and Gaming Environment for Location-based collaborative
AdveNtures (2013-2017)
CR-PLAY: Capture-Reconstruct-Play, An innovative mixed pipeline for video games development
(2013-2016)
COLLAGE: Creativity in learning through Social Computing and Game Mechanics in the Enterprise
(2012-2015)
C2LEARN: Games and activities for creative play with words, images, and emotions, as well as a
social space for co-creative classrooms and groups ( 2011-2014)
GAMEARCH: Support to Mobile Game requirements and architecture (2011-2013)
CNG: The Community Network Game (2010-2012)
GALA: Game and Learning Alliance (2010-2014)
SIREN: Social games for conflict REsolution based on natural interaction (2010-2013)
PLAYMANCER: A European serious gaming 3D Environment (2007-2010)

European Games Developer Federation maintains a list of such projects23 and available funding programs
for further projects. The European Games Developer Federation is committed to the stimulation and
development of a stable, vibrant and creative European games development sector that is competitive
globally and recognized culturally. The federation represents some 1500 studios based in Austria, Belgium,
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Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Norway, Spain, Sweden and the United Kingdom, which together
employ about 25,000 people.
There are a number of ongoing projects, with which contacts by BEACONING coordination has been
established for cooperation. Notably RAGE, NO ONE LEFT BEHIND, CRISS, ENVISAGE, FOCUSLOCUS,
GATES, Horizons Games and ProSocialLearn.
RAGE (Realising an Applied Gaming Eco-system) aims to develop self-contained gaming assets that can be
integrated as reusable components for applied gaming. A growing number of components, all of which
accommodate pedagogically oriented functions to support game-based learning.

Figure 6. A Reusable game component from University of Trento in RAGE Project
C2Learn project also developed a digital gaming and social networking environment that contain games
for fostering creativity. C2Learn environment is an open-world “sandbox,’’ enabling learners to freely
explore ideas.
While these projects provide reusable games, there are other projects which developed authoring tools
for the users to create the serious games.
ENVISAGE (Enhance Virtual Learning Spaces Using Applied Gaming in Education) will implement an
authoring tool in a web browser that it is able to generate virtual lab projects in a certain game engine
format, e.g. Unity3D format. No One Left Behind and CRISS (CeRtification of digital competences in
primary and Secondary Schools) projects rely on user-generated games by means of the authoring tools
provided. CRISS project will repurpose location-based mobile learning games creation tool from the FP7
BEACONING
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project MAGELLAN. No One Left Behind introduces Pocket Code which is a software editor to create
simple games (Catrobat programs) in a visual, “LEGO-style” programming environment. The authoring
tool is simple enough for “inclusive” gaming creation and reliable enough for formal learning situations.
Similarly ProSocialLearn (Gamification of Prosocial Learning for Increased Youth Inclusion and Academic
Achievement) and FocusLocus projects target social inclusion and students with learning difficulties.
All these projects have similarities and differences with BEACONING project, which will be discussed in
the next section.

3.2 RIVALS FOR BEACONING EXPLOITABLES
In Deliverable D7.4 BEACONING Sustainability Intermediate Report (M24 – December 2017), eleven
potential product outcomes of the project have been identified, that may be subjects of sustaining,
possibly starting already in 2018. Below is a brief discussion on similar products to these outcomes in
terms of functionality and target user segments.
BEACONING Platform and Ecosystem: This is a platform that hosts a growing set of game-lesson plans
that use a meta-game with various narratives, as well as minigames and learning content. The plans have
pervasive, context-aware and gamified approaches.
In the last year’s version of this report, Odeum Platform from Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA was identified to
be the most similar product to BEACONING, since it as well target teachers to customize and utilize Odeum
gamified lessons in their classrooms. One part of Odeum’s exploitation strategy was to provide integration
with Google Classroom. It is somewhat discouraging that Odeum is not active any more.
Another US product of the same kind is Triseum. Triseum grew out of the Live Lab in the Department of
Visualization at Texas A&M University and their products are immersive games with challenges that
demand math skills to overcome. Triseum is using the European SchoolNet’s Future Classroom Validation
Service and funding a small pilot with schools in around five countries in Europe. Selected schools will
develop and test pedagogical scenarios and learning activities utilizing two Triseum games, ARTé:
Mecenas™ and Variant: Limits™. The validation project starts with the selection of schools in September
2017 and targeted to end in June 2018.
Since August 2017, Triseum pre-calculus & calculus adventure game is being sold at its online store at $30,
announcing a further release covering additional topics is expected at fall 2018 and offering discounts on
pre-orders.
BEACONING Reflection: The differentiation point for BEACONING is flexibility, at least in setting the
balance between gaming and learning activities.
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Figure 7. Triseum games have historical plots and aim to have high quality visuals
Authoring Tool The Authoring Tool enables the learning designers to parametrize plots and challenges to
the achieve the target learning outcomes. Mini-games can be configured and added as learning
challenges. Teachers can customize the plans even further. The result is saved and deployed as a gamified
lesson plan that can also be launched from within an LMS.
The Create@School authoring tool of the H2020 project No One Left Behind, allows students create their
own digital games and apps, it also provides some game templates that can be easily customized to several
subjects. The project runs 3 pilots involving 600 students in different contexts of risk of exclusion. Besides
the authoring tool, the outcomes of the project include a project management dashboard and an analytics
tool.
On the commercial front, Rezzly is a gamified content creation and student tracking platform that is
already in use over 16+ countries, where teachers can design and share quests and badges to create
personalized learning for their students. Students “level up” through the curriculum, choose quests they
want to play, and earn experience points, badges, and awards. Quests can be aligned to standards,
including Common Core and NGSS, for real-time achievement reporting. The product aims at classroom
use in formal education and it includes monthly professional development on gamification and tech
integration strategies. Rezzly plans can be used within Canvas LMS.
BEACONING Reflection: The differentiation point for BEACONING is the gaming components. Rezzly
essentially uses game mechanics on learning activities. Although a user can log any game as an activity in
the sequential study plan, the product focuses on mechanics rather than play.
BEACONING
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Figure 8. Rezzly study plan with game mechanics (i.e. badges, levels, leaderboards, virtual currencies etc)

Geolocation Games, Beacon Games and Context Aware Challenges Authoring Tool: This editor is for
creating educational location-based games on mobile devices, with no need for programming skills. It
supports beacons, GPS and QR codes and presents templates for editing the game’s narrative.
There are countless location-based serious games (see Encyclopedia of Location-based Games), and yet
just a few authoring tools for creating them, notable Aris, Trajectory IQ and FP7 project Magellan24.
Trajectory IQ is a commercial product which has over 50 games, puzzles and quiz styles to choose from,
when forming the game as well as trackable points and badges. The product targets corporate segment.
Aris is an open-source authoring tool for location-based games, which also include app builder and
server25. It can use beacons as triggers and present experiences such as Interactive Stories, Scavenger
Hunts, Tours and Data Collection Activities for which recipes are also available.
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Figure 9. Magellan Authoring Environment
MAGELLAN targets K12 schools and its features include:





Codeless, graphic authoring environment dedicated to non-programmers for the cost-effective
creation, refinement and publishing of location-based experiences.
Visual authoring interface based on 3D GIS system to support large-scale indoor/outdoor
environments
A scalable cloud-based infrastructure supporting collaborative authoring as well as the execution
of the multitude of the published experiences involving numerous participants.
Execution of Mixed-Reality Location-based experiences on major mobile platforms
(iOS/Android/windows).

MAGELLAN was 4 years long project that ends in 2017, but already partners have taken its technology on
to another H2020 project that aims to run a large-scale pilot with 25K students, called CRISS which started
in 201726. CRISS will analyze MAGELLAN Data (perhaps comparing movement patterns a-priori and posthoc27) in its design and envisages MAGELLAN authoring by students to create their own location-based
mobile experiences. Mobile game development usually requires a lot of different knowledge such as
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http://www.crissh2020.eu/technology/
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Conference on Smart Learning Ecosystems and Regional Development. Available at:
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creativity (visual design, audio), technical (game logic, geopositioning, Augmented Reality…) or literary
(scenario writing). Therefore students are expected to develop game development skills as well.
BEACONING Reflection: Trajectory IQ works on browsers which enables minigames to be added as
challenges to location-based narrative, however the additional browser layer makes it bulkier for some
mobile devices to run. MAGELLAN works as a mobile app; it can include an augmented reality layer,
however not any minigames. ARIS open source project is the most similar work to BEACONING product.
In fact an updated version, ARIS 2, is already available, where the fundamental view is Scenes, not a map.
Scenes represent the structure of the experience the author is trying to create. Inside of a scene, triggers
for game content can be defined as AND and OR condition structures and characters can be introduced
as elements within conversations. Being open source, with extensive tutorials and guides, ARIS is a serious
contender for BEACONING target segment.
Minigames: BEACONING has a bundle of mini-games which are short, engaging and target STEM skills.
They are designed with reusability and portability principles wo that they can be configured and included
in gamified lesson plans.
Mini games are ideal for short form integration to class time. Therefore, many science-based games have
been created at the game labs across the world28 as well as those collected in aggregation sites such as
Legend of Learning. These games either capture parts of a real scientific phenomena (including social
science, medicine, etc), and they are playable in a class or individually. However it takes a special design
effort to make games that would last in a classroom. Kahoot! is a very good example. Kahoot! is essentially
a polling tool, which one may find almost at any class management software. Yet, the design of the game
mechanics, competitions among schools at various corners of the world and features such as tension
music makes it engaging enough for students to play over and over, hence the 50 million active users.
Social learning promotes discussion and pedagogical impact, whether players are in the same room or on
the other side of the globe.
Legends of Learning is a mini-games aggregation site which add value aligning to US Next Generation
Science Standards. The set of some 500 curriculum aligned games are made available to teachers via sales
to school districts.
BEACONING Reflection: Legends of Learning will offer assessments later in 2017. Perhaps, one advantage
of BEACONING is that each mini game is able to provide feedback regarding the achievements of the game
session; thanks to this, the caller game can make decisions regarding the next steps in the overall
experience. However, there is a lesson to learn from the success of Kahoot! for sustained use by schools,
“design” is perhaps the most important factor.
Accessabar: BEACONING includes support for students with learning difficulties, especially impairments
and dyslexia. A unique toolset for adapting the content for these users is developed, called the Accessabar
and it is embedded into the platform. Functionalities include Speech input and output in multiple
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languages, magnification & rapid color adjustments according to individual needs. Accessabar is
embedded into the platform. It can be embedded in other platforms as well for exploitation purposes.
There are other EC-funded projects such as Focus-Locus (ADHD management) or ProSocialLearn (social
inclusion) that rely on games to improve inclusion.
BEACONING Reflection: Inclusion is a matter of responsibility, so it is somehow morally concerning to
develop products to “sell” in this area. However, accessibility standards for digital technologies are set by
carefully considering such needs, so product developers may choose to acquire the functionalities to fulfil
the standards at once. This presents an exploitation option for the accessabar. Yet, it is also possible to
design gamified lesson plans to address inclusion principles directly. Best practices from the
aforementioned EC-funded projects can be guiding for such a purpose.

Continual Assessment: Performance based assessment during games has the potential to reveal general
competencies and a more holistic view especially in STEM education. BEACONING Analytics subsystem
can be utilized for this purpose.
Another H2020 project, CRISS aims at providing analytics services for teachers, leaders and stakeholders
to combine and see through a myriad of variables and siloed disaggregated data from various sources in
order to provide a quantitative assessment of students’ Digital Competences.
Game-based learning is active and active learning is difficult to quantify and assess, because ticking boxes
on target outcomes do not always mean the necessary competencies are acquired. There is an element
of chance, much more variable than there is in classic test-based assessment. There is a need to develop
new approach of assessment and to empower both teacher and students in this process. Stealth
assessment or similar evidence-based methods are advancing for providing formative assessment. Stealth
Assessment in Portal 2 and Physics Playground games are projects carried out by Shute et al at Florida
State University29. These projects are funded by Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation (Physics Playground
research) and the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation (Portal 2 research) and they ended in
2015. Lessons learned indicate that for formative purposes, “Stealth assessment represents an innovative
and powerful way to ensure the validity of competency measures within a rich and interactive learning or
gaming environment.”30
On the other hand, standardized assessment for summative (comparison and ranking) purposes is a
different problem and, as explained in the previous section, critical for game-based learning to penetrate
further in formal education. Open Badges is an open standard for badge definition where a directed graph
of observable outcomes can be created that lead to the rewarding of the badge. Pearson, which is one of
largest companies in the world in educational sector and a leader in summative assessment have recently
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Project initiation report retrieved from: http://myweb.fsu.edu/vshute/stealth_portal2.pdf
Shute, V. et al (December 2015). “Lessons Learned and Best Practices of Stealth Assessment,” International
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started a new business called “Acclaim” which is working with strategic partners in industry, education
and government, to define such badges of competency for K12 education.31
BEACONING Reflection: As foreseen in the “Report of the Digital Learning Participatory Meeting H2020
projects” (27 March 2017)32, new approaches for assessment is emerging, given the advances in active
learning by means of technologies such as digital games. Stealth assessment and open badges are
currently on the spotlights. However they are still not implemented within products and de facto
standards haven’t emerged yet. Using the analytics subsystem, BEACONING project can seize this
opportunity and add assessment future such as STEM competency badges as a great differentiator to its
products.

Game Learning Analytics: Analytics subsystem of BEACONING will provide a general view to the trainer
or teacher of what is happening in a class or group when they are playing the game. This is achieved by
sending xAPI statement from relevant points in the game to a Learning Records Store, where statistical
measures can be applied on-the-fly or post-hoc. This component can be exploited within or separately
from the BEACONING games.
Nowadays almost every educational project and product claim to employ some form of “analytics,” given
the trend of ever-growing data in digital domain. It’s no surprise that there are also services to off-load
analytics functionalities in the manner BEACONING can.
Metacog is a private US company, founded in 2014 with the aim of enabling “AI and Deep Learning for
Human Skills Improvement.” The company provides a “self-serve learning analytics platform APIs to make
games scorable and prove learning is taking place.” Using Metacog cloud service, Interactive Learning
Objects (such as quizzes, simulations, games, performance tasks, project-based learning) can be
instrumented to “understand how learners tackle a challenge” by means of data retrieval, visualization
and scoring. Recommendations preprocessing is promised as coming soon; diagnostics and badge issuing
or microcredentialing are indicated as planned.
Metacog service is priced from $10K-$40K as a flat fee or it can also be licensed. Notable customers are
Pearson VUE and Data Bricks. The steps to utilize Metacog are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

start with a simulation, game or performance task
add Metacog Library to connect to metacog
pick or create a scoring rubric
field test with learners or make own training set
deploy, and let metacog score and generate feedback
visualize emergent learner pathways with playback

31

Acclaim Report (2014). “Open Badges for Higher Education,” Retrieved from: https://www.pearsoned.com/wpcontent/uploads/Open-Badges-for-Higher-Education.pdf
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Figure 10. Metacog’s differentiating factors33
BEACONING Reflection: Learning Analytics is a rapidly advancing in game-based learning as well and
discoveries are leaving the labs, turning into products and get commercialized. This trend is also driven by
game software providers who don’t want to keep up with new algorithms and techniques in the field, but
just outsource this operation. BEACONING can follow the emerging companies such as Metacog, study
their business models and create a market space for itself. There are open standards and open software
available which drops the entry barrier for new comers. To this end, for instance Metacog implemented
Apache Spark with Databricks as the primary compute environment in which to develop and run. Yet,
foreground in game-based learning specific analysis methods and visualization in dashboards for gamers
can be differentiating factors.
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3.4 BEACONING REFLECTION
“Learning is at its best when it is active, goal-oriented, contextualized, and interesting—the features of
good games.”34
Elements of a good game can be listed as :
1. The Interactive problem solving: problems or challenges in the game have to match the level
of competency the players expected to have, in the band of flow, not boringly simple or
discouragingly difficult.
2. Specific goals/rules: Clear goals help players to focus, yet implicit goals make the game more
attractive.
3. Adaptive challenges: As the players advance, game challenges should match and get harder.
4. Control: Player should feel in control. Player control is what makes classroom games engaging
as students do appreciate having control over their learning experience (as opposed to
following a lecture, where control is with the lecturer). On the same account, the game design
must not feel as if the software is in control.
5. Ongoing feedback: Game mechanics such as rewards, scores, badges can be very efficient
ways of ongoing feedback. Live dashboards of player competency are emerging feedback
elements.
6. Uncertainty: Uncertainty evokes suspense & engagement. Predictable outcomes renders a
game losing its appeal. Systemic uncertainty is different from narrative uncertainty – but both
important
7. Sensory Stimuli: The combination of multimedia elements of the game, graphics, sounds,
and/or storyline used must excite the senses. Even though advanced graphics, such as VR
games saturate visual senses, as in examples of Tetris and Minesweeper even simple graphics
can be addictive.
This section has documented that BEACONING project goals are shared by many other contemporary
projects and the exploitables are contended by many other products in the market. This indicates that
project is timely and relevant, yet the competition is severe and success criteria is high. Beyond features
and functionalities, focusing on the primary elements of good games could be the best differentiator.
After all, a better game would attract more players and expand its base, no matter how crowded the
gaming market is. BEACONING has an advantage in game design due to the flexibility of its gamified lesson
plan taxonomy, but that advantage can easily turn into a liability without a good, wholesome design.
Once the gaming quality is high, players would feel the need for learning more, in order to succeed better.
This is the basic premise of game-based learning:
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Shute, V. (2011) “Dialogue: Learning and Motivation with Digital Games.” Retrieved from:
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Figure 11. Not only skills acquisition but aslo content learning is improved by games35

On top of this, the report also identifies an abundance of opportunities such as the assessment of
competences developed through game-based learning, which can make a huge difference in further
adoption of gaming in (formal) education. Connections to other EC-funded projects and Scientix can
possibly help in bringing the community closer and perhaps forming sort of an extended ecosystem.
As the project name implies, beacons and geolocation triggered game challenges are a strong suit for
the project. Geolocation games, especially those which have AR elements today are many. Our
differentiator could be the ease of authoring and added educational elements via the minigames.
Finally, games also have the potential to bring together all those interested, regardless of gender or
ability. BEACONING presents the right accessibility tools for this purpose, but again, actual support could
be in effective game design and adaptive components.
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Barab, S. et al (2012). Game-Based curricula, personal engagement, and the modern prometheus design project.
In Games, Learning, and Society: Learning and Meaning in the Digital Age (pp. 306-326). Cambridge University
Press.
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4 CONCLUSION
Underlying theories of game-based learning is constructivism and situated learning, while playfulness is
orthogonal to learning theory36. The connection is at game challenges which demand further learning
during the interaction with the problem context where learners construct meaning. Educational games
can help students learn to think critically, become more capable of examining facts, using evidence to
support their answers, and, perhaps most of all, hosting conversations that welcome critique and
collaboration during or after the game. All these skills relate highly to STEM competencies.
This deliverable reports current data, observations and predictions about the game-based learning
market which show that the above values of the technology is strong enough to drive the market to
increasing size, dynamism and reach.
Most notably, location-based games which can produce learning that is social, experiential and situated
are on the rise. These games can be “categorized as ludic, (e.g. games that are created for fun),
pedagogic, (e.g. games created mainly for learning), and hybrid, (e.g. games with mixed objectives)”.37
The ludic group have the emphasis on game play activities, while pedagogic group leans more on
learning goals and content. BEACONING aims at the hybrid type, particularly introducing role-playing
narratives, and social interaction which presents a higher potential for skills development. Skills that
involve strategic decisions, observation, planning, physical activity are the main characteristics of
BEACONING gamified lesson plans with geolocation games. These skills are well on demand as
contemporary educational goals, which increases the relevancy of BEACONING.
Most indicators in the report point at “design challenges” rather than “technical challenges.” Surely
technical challenges has to be met for a functioning robust system, but if the design challenges can be
met at game play and learning flow, EU-wide distribution channels would be a substantial leverage for
the outcome. This is evidenced by the large number of game-based learning projects funded in H2020
and other EC programs.
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